
 

 
 

Colorico 
 

Colorico is the first collective effort based on blockchain 
technology to add value to a digital collectible token. 

 
 
  



 

1.a On the value of collectibles 
 
What defines the value of a work of art? What gives expensive items (i.e. baseball cards,                
stamps, Star Wars action figures, etc.) their true value? 
 
In the world of collectible items, especially in art-related ones, value is given a combination of                
dynamic objective and subjective factors that determine that something is worth more than             
the rest within a system of comparable elements. 
 
Value is weighted not by form, aesthetics or by the characteristics of the thing itself, but by                 
general consensus within a given community, based on parameters such as uniqueness, and             
symbolic representations (that pretty much explains why Duchamp’s urinals are worth over            
1.7 million dollars).  
 
When valuing collectibles, we need to consider all possible dynamics and how they affect              
one another. 
 
We could state that Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dogecoin, and other cryptocurrencies are also            
collectible, however they lack of all the properties of real unique collectible items outside the               
digital world. All cryptos are fungible, divisible and some of them unlimited issuance; these              
properties make them perfect as currency but not as collectible assets. One BTC unit has the                
exact same value of any other BTC unit on the blockchain. 
 
 
1.b On the value of colors 
 
What makes a color unique? What makes certain colors more popular than others? 
 
There are several social and cultural factors involved in color preferences. A large group of               
human beings are attracted to reds because these are unconsciously associated with key             
elements of our primal selves, such as fire or blood. Others are attracted to different shades                
of blue, which leads them to calm and peaceful sensations and are linked to elements as                
water or the sky. 
 
Certain color preferences also rely on different cultural factors. For example: the United             
States flag has three distinctive colors: that is #B22234, #3C3B6E and #FFFFFF, the color              
#DE2910 is the main color in People's Republic of China’s flag. Then, #ed1c16 is the               
exclusive Coca-Cola red and #00704a is the recognizable Starbucks green. 
 
Colors have all the qualifications to turn into the perfect collectible items. 
 
  



 

2.a Colorico 
 
Colorico is the first decentralized effort to add value to a digital collectible token. 
 
And what is collected with Colorico? Colors. Each RGB token stands for a color reference in                
hexadecimal format, which makes exactly 16,777,216 RGB available. 
Unlike other digital tokens, each RGB token is unique and can be assigned to just one                
address at the same time. 
 
Colorico tokenizes each color reference turning colors into collectible and transferable items.            
As RGB are limited in number and also indivisible, the Colorico community will eventually              
achieve consensus on giving RGB tokens different values, based on their uniqueness or             
historical relevance, for example. 
 
 
2.b RGB token sale 
 
The RGB token sale begins on Tuesday, October 19th at 2pm GMT. 
 
By tokenizing each color reference (in hexadecimal format), all 16,777,216 RGB tokens will             
become available at the same time, with no pre-sale or bonus stages. 
 
 
2.c Unlocking and collecting colors 
 
For each 1 ETH sent, early participants get the opportunity to collect up to 1,000 RGB tokens                 
minus ~71346 Gas per color. 
 
If some of those RGB tokens already have an owner (i.e. are already assigned to another                
address), the collector misses the chance to collect those previously-owned RGB. This            
means that, as RGB token supply decreases, the RGB collecting difficulty will increase             
accordingly. 
 
The full procedure to collect RGB tokens involves two steps: 
 
1. First, the ETH are sent to the Colorico smart contract, calling an “unlock” function, thus                
unlocking random 1,000 RGB tokens to be generated on the next block. 
 
2. Then, calls the “collect” function, which assigns the RGB tokens to the collector’s address.               
If some of the randomly-unlocked 1,000 RGB tokens are already stored in another Colorico              
wallet, the collector misses the chance to collect them, as previously explained.  
 



 

RGB tokens can also be sent and received by any ERC20-compatible Ethereum wallet. 
 
The exclusive Color Explorer -located on Colorico’s website- allows each collector to see             
which colors (RGB tokens) are assigned to a certain ETH address and also track the               
transaction history of each color. 
 
 
2.d Colorico tools 
 
As the Colorico project develops, the team will create more complex tools with specific              
purposes: 
 

● Colorico Decks: RGB token decks will allow collectors to group several colors with             
similar characterics, allowing them to send and receive these decks without the need             
to send and receive RGB tokens individually. Following the same logic as individual             
colors, these Colorico Decks will increase their value depending on the colors            
contained in it. For example: a Deck that contains the colors of the LGBTIQ flag will                
have greater value than each one of them individually. 

 
● Color Auctions: RGB tokens will be traded among Colorico users through public Color             

Auctions on the blockchain, offering one or several colors (RCN tokens) to the highest              
bidder. The aforementioned difference among RGB tokens makes this an ideal           
method to trade them, being quite similar to a traditional art auction. 

 
● Color Bidding: Another method to make color transactions among RGB collectors will            

be through Color Bids. Special smart contracts will allow color bidding on one or              
several particular colors (RGB tokens). This tool will be useful to a collector willing to               
complete a certain Deck or collection. 

 
  



 

3. Conclusion 
 
Collectible items get their value by the general agreement of a certain community, based on               
diverse factors such as uniqueness and cultural background. Due to their social and cultural              
diversity, colors can turn into the perfect collectibles. 
 
Colorico is the first collective effort to add value to these perfect collectibles. Based on smart                
contracts and blockchain technology, Colorico creates unique 16,777,216 RGB tokens for           
collectors to trade, value and store. 
 

 
Let the color quest begins! 


